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INVERSES AND PARAMETRICES FOR

RIGHT-INVARIANT PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

ON TWO-STEP NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS

BY

KENNETH G. MILLER

Abstract. Let P be a right-invariant pseudodifferential operator with principal part

P0 on a simply connected two-step nilpotent Lie group G of type H. It will be shown

that if ir(P()) is injective in S„ for every nontrivial irreducible unitary representation

77 of G, then P has a pseudodifferential left parametrix. For such groups this

generalizes the Rockland-Helffer-Nourrigat criterion for the hypoellipticity of a

homogeneous right-invariant partial differential operator on G. If, in addition, ir(P)

is injective in Sw for every irreducible unitary representation of G, it will be shown

that P has a pseudodifferential left inverse. The constructions of the inverse and

parametrix make use of the Kirillov theory, their symbols being obtained on the

orbits individually and then pieced together.

1. Introduction. Let S be a two-step nilpotent Lie algebra: § = â, © §2 where

[§, §] E §2 and [S2, §] = 0. Let G be the corresponding connected, simply connected

Lie group. Identifying §* with §\* X §* we will frequently denote an element £ G Q*

by £ = iv, f ) with V E $*, f e §*• We assume that some norm is given on §*. Define

$ on g* by <j>(tj, f)2 = hf + (If |2 + 1)'/2- As in [17], for x E § and a function p

defined on §*, let

fl,/K€)=¿/»(í + (*l*)*«)Uo

when the derivative exists. Note that Dxpi£) is a derivative of p in a direction

parallel to Q(, where 6{ denotes the orbit of £ under the coadjoint action of G on §*.

Given m E R and Í2 an open subset of §*, 5m(S2) is the set of complex valued

functionsp defined on Í2 such that, for every k and every choice of xx,...,xk in §,

Dr  ■ ■ ■ Dr p exists and is continuous on ß, andx¡ xkr ,

(1.1) \DXi---DXipit)\<CMè)m-kïl\adx*i:\
i

for all | G Í2.

S0m(S*) is the set of p E 5m(S*) such thatp = p0 + px wherep, G 5m_£(S* - {0})

for some e > 0 and rmp0irr\, r2Ç) = p0(t/, f ) for r > 0. Let S"°°(G) be the set of

complex valued functions u defined on G such that F"'(iî° exp) G Ski@*) for all

k E R. Here F denotes the Fourier transform and exp: § -> G is the exponential
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722 KG. MILLER

map. For p E S""(g*), A(p): S~xiG) -* S~xiG) is defined by A(p)u =

iFp ° log) * u. As shown in [17], given p E S""(g*) and q E Ski$*), there is an

element, denotedp#c7, of Sm+kiQ*) such that Xip#q) = \ip)\iq).

If £ G a*, V E S is a subalgebra maximally subordinate to £ and V is a subspace

of g complementary to V, let 77 = ir^Vy be the irreducible unitary representation of

G on L2(K) as defined in [8, 16 or 17]. Every irreducible unitary representation of G

is unitarily equivalent to at least one such representation. For x E § let

»00 = -*¿£»(«p'*H=o-

Then irix) is a differential operator on V for which the symbol is a real affine

function on V X K*. Define \¡>„: V X K* - g* by

(^(í,t),x)= sym7r(jc)(LT).

\pv is a symplectomorphism of F X V* onto that orbit (9W of the coadjoint action of G

on g* which corresponds to tr in the Kirillov theory (see [17]). If p E Smi§*), define

trip) to be the pseudodifferential operator on F with Weyl symbol p ° 4>„. In [17] it

is shown that -¡ripttq) = trip)iriq) for p E S"'i§*), q E Sk(§*) and furthermore

nip) agrees with the usual definition of triP) when P = A(p) is a partial differential

operator, i.e. when p is a polynomial.

For f G §£ define the alternating bilinear form Bt on S, by Btix, y) = (£, [jt, >>]).

Following Lévy-Bruhl [12] we say that ê is of type H if rank £f is constant for f ^ 0.

Note that this is less restrictive than the statement of type H or hypothesis H as

given in [14 or 19], where g is said to be of type H if Bt is nondegenerate for f =£ 0.

For example, if g is the free two-step Lie algebra on three generators (a six-dimen-

sional Lie algebra), then rank B^ = 2 for f ¥= 0, while dime, = 3. The primary

obstructions to developing the main results of this paper for general step two groups

lie in proving Lemma 8 and Corollary 1, in general.

In the following theorems the "trivial representation" is the one-dimensional

identity representation. Sw is the space of C00 vectors for tr: SW = §(F) when

Theorem 1. Let § be of type H and let p E 50"'(S*). If -nip) is injective on S„ for

every irreducible unitary representation it of G, and w(p0) is injective on §„ for every

nontrivial irreducible unitary it, then there is a q E S'mi§*) such that \iq)\ip) = I.

Theorem 2. Let § be of type H and let p E S™(@*). //w(p0) is injective on '¿„for

every nontrivial irreducible unitary representation tt of G, then there is a q E S'mi§*)

such that q#p - 1 G S~ki§*)for all k, and hence Mq)Mp) ~ I: &*(G) -> S(G).

Since \(p) is the formal adjoint of A(p), and trip) is the formal adjoint of trip)

for each it, the above theorems, when applied to p, give sufficient conditions for the

existence of a right inverse or right parametrix for \( p ).

The statement that q E Sm(g*) is not strong enough to imply that q E

C°°(g — {0}), i.e. that \iq) be pseudolocal. (For example, when G is abelian,

q E S°i§*) if and only if q is continuous and bounded.) We introduce the following
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more restricted classes of symbols: p E Sm(S*) if p E S(g*) and there is an e,

0 < e < 2, such that for all a and ß

|z>;z)fp(T,,n|<Q^(1?,?)m"w~eW

for all (tj, f ) G g*. In connection with Theorem 2, we prove that if p E 50m(g*), then

q E S~mi§*), hence Xiq) is pseudolocal and A(p) is hypoelliptic. We also have the

following converse.

Theorem 3. Let G be step two nilpotent. Suppose p E Sm(g*) is homogeneous in the

sense that for some c > 0, pirt], r2f) = rmpit), f) for all (ij, f) such that |tj| + |f |1/2

= c and all r 3= 1. If Kip) is hypoelliptic, then -trip) is injective on S„ for every

irreducible unitary representation tr for which min{|rj| +|f |'/2: (17, f) G ©w} > c.

Note that the homogeneity condition is needed, for there exist polynomials

p E 50m(g*) for which X( p) is hypoelliptic but w( p0) is not injective for all nontrivial

m, for example p(t/,, tj2, f) = tj2 + ir/2 on the Heisenberg group. (A(p) is hypo-

elliptic by Hörmander [10] or Miller [16].)

Theorems 2 and 3 are, of course, analogs of the following theorem of Helffer and

Nourrigat: If P is a homogeneous left invariant partial differential operator on a

nilpotent group G, then a necessary and sufficient condition for P to be hypoelliptic

is that triP) be injective on S„ for all nontrivial irreducible unitary representations it

of G. This theorem was proved in full generality in [9]. It was first given for the

Heisenberg group by Rockland in [18]. Other proofs of various degrees of generality

are given in [4, 3, 7, 15, and 8]. The necessity of the given condition was proved in

full generality by Beals [3], and our proof of Theorem 3 is only a modification of his

proof. For the Heisenberg group H", in studying local solvability, Geller [6] has

carried the analysis further and shown that if P is elliptic in the generating directions

(i.e. triP) is invertible for the nonzero one-dimensional representations), then there

are homogeneous distributions E and R such that PE = 8 — R, u -» u * R is the

projection in L2(//") onto [•PS(//")]-L, and E is real analytic away from 0. Melin

[13] recently gave a parametrix version of this result, which incidentally allows for

the treatment of some situations when P is not homogeneous. His construction

makes use of the Weyl pseudodifferential operator calculus at the orbit level, as does

the construction in the present paper.

When G is step two nilpotent the existence of a pseudodifferential left parametrix

for all left-invariant homogeneous hypoelliptic partial differential operators was

proved in [16]. That proof was based on certain a priori estimates which, by a

general theorem of Beals [2], imply the existence of a parametrix. A similar proof

could be given for those invariant pseudodifferential operators for which the symbol

p is smooth and satisfies estimates of the form |L>°p(£)|s£ CQ$(£)m_|a| for partial

derivatives in all directions.

The present constructions of an inverse (Theorem 1) or a parametrix (Theorem 2)

are more direct. The idea for Theorem 1 is, in fact, quite simple: Each of the

operators Trip) has an inverse which is a pseudodifferential operator on V (Lemma

7). Let q„ be its Weyl symbol. Define q on 6W by q |g = qm ° \¡>~ '. The difficulty is to

show that q G S"m(g*).
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To construct a parametrix for X( p) under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 it does not

suffice to simply let q^ = q„ ° t|/j' where q„ is a parametrix for trip). The problem

is that the remainder terms obtained by the standard parametrix construction

behave badly as the orbits get far away from 0. Indeed, as we show below, there is a

parametrix q„ for Ttip) for all infinite-dimensional tt under the weaker hypothesis

that 7r( p0 ) be invertible for all nontrivial one-dimensional representations it, which

is not a sufficient condition for the hypoellipticity of a(/>). The hypotheses of

Theorem 2, however, imply in addition that there is a C such that trip) is invertible

for those representations for which | fw \> C. (If 0 is the orbit for tt, then f„ = £ |g is

independent of the choice of £ G 6.) The symbol of the parametrix in Theorem 2 is

then obtained by piecing together orbitwise parametrices for those orbits for which

| ?„ | is small together with orbitwise inverses for those orbits for which | f„ | is large.

2. Lemmas. We begin by deriving some coercive estimates for the symbol and

principal symbol. Let (?>= (If |2 + 1)'/2 and ||tj, J|| = |tj| +|?|1/2.

Lemma 1. If p E S0m(g*) and w( p0) ¥= 0 for all nontrivial one-dimensional represen-

tations tt of G ii.e. Po(tj,0) t^ 0 for all 17 G g*, r/ ^ 0), then there exist C and c,

0 < c < 1, such that

(2.1) \Po(v,n\>chjf   //|f|<c||ii,i||2 *0;

(2.2) \p(l,S)\>ch,ñm   if\S\<4n,$\\2<'nd\\T,,Sx\>C;

(2.3) u\p0(ri,$)\>c<l>(7,,$)m   «/<f>*:c*(l.f)2;

(2.4) i/»0i,r)i><*0i,f)" '/<0^^(^n2.

Proof. By the continuity of p0 there is a c, 0 < c < 1, such that

(2.5) \Poil,$)\>c   if|h,f||=laiid|f|<c.

For (tj, ?) G g*, (tj, s) # (0,0), let r = ||tj, fH"1. Then (2.1) follows from (2.5) and

the homogeneity of p0. Since r~mpiri\, r2Ç) converges top0(Tj, f) uniformly on the

compact set {(tj, ?): Ih,í|l=1- If !**<"} as f-» 00, there is a C such that

r-"'piri), r2$) > c if ||tj, f|| = 1, |f |< c and r > C. This implies (2.2). For c and C

satisfying (2.2) let c, = min{c, C"2}/2. Suppose <f>< c,$(tj, f)2. Then |tj|2>

(q1 - 1)<0>(c-' - l)lfl< which implies both ||tj, f||2 s* C2 and |f |< c||tj, f||2.

Thus, 1/7(77, f)!3* c-||tj, fir and, moreover, since ||tj, f|| is bounded below, there is a

C, such that *(tj, ¡T < C,||tj, f||m. This proves (2.4). Similarly, (2.1) implies (2.3).

Lemma 2. If p satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 and, in addition, trip) ^0 for all

one-dimensional representations tt of G, then there is a c,0 < c < 1, such that

(2.6) \p(v,n\^^(v,nm //ifi<c*(T,,n2.

Proof. This follows from (2.4) and the fact that given C there exists c, > 0 such

that|p(Tj,f)|>c,if|f|<c, and|T,|<C.
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Let K be a ci-dimensional real vector space with a linear coordinate system. If

p,q E CxiVX V*), define

(2-7)    {^^^)=(|J^-^))V0,^(,,,)l(,^(,,.
Let p E Smi$*), q E S*(g*). For any orbit 6 of the coadjoint action of G on g*,

define {p, q)j on & by

where tt = tt^vv is an irreducible unitary representation corresponding to 6 in the

Kirillov theory. The definition is independent of the choice of the particular

representation tt, since ^ is a symplectomorphism and (2.7) is a symplectic in-

variant. Let fi = g* X (g* - {0}). As shown in [17], it follows from Theorem 4.2 of

Hörmander [11] that

(2-8) \^{p,q)JES- + k-2^),

and, furthermore, given J > 0,

(2.9) p#q = l(2,r{p,q)l/j\ + rJ
j<J

where |f l^o G Sm+k~2J(Q).

Lemma 3. Let ti = <i* X (gj* - {0}). If p satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2, then

there is a b E S-m(ß) such that |f \~Jib#p - 1) and |f \~Jip#b - 1) are in S"2^)

for all J>0.

Proof. The proof is a modification of the standard parametrix construction.

Choose F G C°°(R) such that F(r) = 1 if |r|> 2 and Fir) = 0 if |r|< 1. For|f|#0,

define ^(tj, f) = F(e7-<&(tj, f)2|f |_l), where {ejjf is a decreasing sequence of posi-

tive numbers such that e7 *£ c (the c of Lemma 2) for all j > 0 and lim -^^ e- = 0.

Further restrictions will be placed on {ej in the course of the proof. Let b0 = <f>0p~]

and define 6- recursively by

(2.10) bj = -4jP-[ i [bj_k, p}k(2i)-k/k\.
k=\

By Lemma 2, b0 E S"m(ß) and by induction, \Ç\~Jbj E s~m~2J for all j. Because

Ej -» 0 we can define ft = 2°°=0è,- G S~m(ß), since the sum is locally finite on ß.

Given fc, / and y > J there is a CkjJ such that

|/>„ • • • Dxtbj(i, f )| < CkJJ\tr+'*(,, f )—*-"-» n |ad xf(tj, f )|

for any x,,...,:^ G g. On the support of bp |f |$(tj, f )~2 < e,, so by choosing

Ej =£ 2~^rnm{CAr]/: A: «£y, J ^j) we obtain

(2.11) Iff7 2 ¿>, G S--2'(ß)
/w

for all Z.
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For any a and y, D^(l — (/>■) is a linear combination of terms of the form

^«(«/♦(n.nVjndfr'^'^iu.n2),
;=1

where 2a(/) = a. If |a|>0, |f P'^ítj, f )2 is bounded above and below on the

support of D"il — <t>j); thus for any J

\d;(i - *y)(n, f )| < Qy<D(T,, f rw(ifr'<i>(T,, f )2yJ.

Hence,

(2.12) \Ç\~J(l -4>j) ES~2J(ti)    for all/and/.

For any j, J > 1, (2.10) and (2.12) imply

2 {bj-k,p}ki2i)-k/k\={i-*J) 2 {bJ_k,p}ki2i)-k/k\e\sfs-"iQ).
k=0 k=\

Hence,

2 (bj#p)= 2   2 {b^k,p}k(2i)-k/k\ + \S\JS-2J(Q)
7 = 0 7 = 0 k = 0

= ^0+|i|y5-^(ß) = l+|f|yS-2-/(ß).

It now follows from (2.11) that

\S\-J(b#p-\)ES-2J(Q)

for all J > 0. By a similar argument, there is a ft G S"m(ß) such that | f \'Ji p#b - I)

E S'2Jiü). Hence \Ç\-Jip#b - 1) G S"2y(ß), for all J > 0.

Lemma 4. If p satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, then there is ab E 5"m(g*) such

that <f )~Jib#p - 1) and <f >"y(p#ft - 1) are in S~2Ji@*) for all J. If, in addition,

p E Sm(g*), then ft G S~mi§*), and for all a, ß and J, <f >-y/);/)f(ft#p - 1) and

<f >-'/D;L>f(p#ft - 1) are in s~2J-^-^i§*).

Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 3, replacing |f | by (f ) and ß by g*

throughout.

We next give a parametrization of the infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary

representations of G. Since g is of type H there is a d such that the bilinear form Bf

has rank 2ci for every f ¥= 0, f G §*. As in [16], given f G gj* — {0}, there is an

orthonormal basis $(f ) = {T,(f ),..., Y2d($ ),..., Yw(£)} for g, such that

(2.13) (f,[Wf),Ty(f)]) = <Mf)>0   for/<rf,and

(f, [Yjit), YkiS)])= 0   for all other/ and k, k <j.

Given f0 G g^ — {0} we may assume that the elements of the ordered basis "35(f) are

chosen smoothly on some open neighborhood of f0. Also, if r > 0, then we may

assume that

(2.14) Yjirt)=YjiS)   and   X/if ) = 'A,(f ).
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Thus, gj* — {0} can be covered by finitely many open cones r(1),... ,Y(,,) such that

there are smooth functions X(k): Y(k) - R and Y}k): Y{k) -> g, for which <S(A:)(f ) =

{y,(*>(f ),..., Y¡¡,k)i$)) satisfies (2.13) and (2.14) for all f G r(*> and such that

(2.15) A(/>(f)>c|f|    for 1 <j < d, f G r(/[\

where c > 0 is constant, for 1 < k < v.

Let T be any one of the cones just described. As shown in [16], given f G Y and

p G R/v_2</ there is an irreducible unitary representation, which we denote m {, of G

on L2iRd) such that

(2.16) *p[(YjiS))fit) = \jiS)tjfit),       1 <j < d,

*Pf( W*))/0) = -»"V/ty.    » <> < ¿>

*W( W*" ))/(0 =|f|,/V(0,       0 < i < AT - 2c/.

Let r/f/(r) = /(A,(f )1/2i„.. • ,Ad(f )1/2^)n7d=lA/f ),/4 and let 7rpf = Uf%fls. Then

(2.17) irpf(ly(f)) = Xy(f)I/20/(O.       1<;<¿,

«Ayj+áí)) = ~*j(n1/2°f/toj,   i ^y^./,

»Pf( W* )) = \S\V2PjfU),       0<j<N- 2d.

Define the smooth bijection £: R2d X RN~2d X T - g* X T by

Í2d N-2d \
2»jYjisr+ 1 p,wo*,f

y=i 7-1 /

where {7,(f )*,..., YN($)*} is the basis dual to <S(f ). Given p E Smi§* X Y) define

p' on RN X T by

(2.18) P'(w,p,f)=p(£(>v,p,f)).

Given iw,p,Ç)ERNXY the unit vectors {T,(f )*,..., Y2di$)*) form a basis for the

subspace parallel to the orbit containing £(w, p, f ). Hence, there exist x¡ = x,(f )

such that y/f )* = (ad XjTHw, o, f ). Since DWjp\w, p, f ) = Z)xp(£(w, p, f )), it

follows that p E Smi§* X T) if and only if for aíl a G N2d, D^p'\s continuous on

§* X T and

(2.19) to'(",p,f)|<Q(|H2+ |P|2+ Ifl +l)(m^/2.

If ß C g*, let 5m(ß) denote those functions p for which (1.1) holds (i.e. (2.19)

holds for p'), but for which the derivatives Dx--Dxpare not necessarily continu-

ous.

Let t/»pf = \p„ for tt = TTpt. Then t/»pf : R2d -» g* is given by

^(w) = £(A(f)1/2w,|f|'/2p,f).
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Let ppt be the symbol of the pseudodifferential operator Trpfip); that is, pp?(w)

P ° <ipf ( w) = P'(Mf )1/2 w, I f l'/2P. f )■ P' satisfies (2.19) if and only if

\DaPpi(w)\^ca\(na/2 ifi(|Mf/ifi)'/2H2 + ipi2 + i+ifr')
(m-|a|)/2

for all (w, p, f) efxr.

Since A/f/|f |)_=|f r'Xy(f) and \(f/|f |)"' are both bounded on Y by (2.15) it
follows thatp G 5m(gf X H if and only if for all a E N2d there exists Ca such that

(2.20)      i^pPf(w)i<cjfr/2(iwi2 + ipi2 + i+ifri)(m"M>/2

for all ( w, p, f) £R"xr.

Given c > 0, we let Yc = {f G Y: |f |> c) and Y; = {f G Y: |f |< c}.

Lemma 5. G/t;e/7 c > 0, the following are equivalent:

(a)|f|-V G S~-2kiQ* X YL) for all k E N.

(b) For all m E N, {(p)"'7i"pf(r): p G R'1'-2'', f G Yc) is an equicontinuous family of

operators from S*(R¿) to S(Rd).

Proof. By (2.20), (a) is equivalent to

|z»vpt(«)|«:c.,t(|HJ + |p|2+i)-,"w

for all o, k and (w, p, f ) G R^ X T(.. This, in turn, is equivalent to

|ö%r(w)|<Ca,,m(H,>-(p)-m

for all a, y, m and (w, p, f ) e R" X Yc, which is equivalent to {(p)mrpt: p G R"-2'',

f G Yc) being bounded in S(R2J) for all m. The lemma now follows from the

Schwartz kernel theorem and the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.

Lemma 6. Given c > 0, the following are equivalent:

(a) |f |-*r G S'2ki§* X rf') for all k E N.

(b) For all m andk E N, {(p)m|f \'%{(r): p E RN~2d,£ E Y¿) is an equicontinu-

ous family of operators from S*(Rd) to S(Rd).

Proof. By (2.20), (a) is equivalent to

|ö%i(H')i<ca.,(iw|2 + ip|2 + i+ifr

for all a, k and (w, p, f ) G R^ X T£'. Since | f | is bounded on rc', this is equivalent to

\D\,(w)\^ca,k^\k{\w\2 + \P\2 + iym

for all a, k, m and all (w, p, f ) G R^ X T¿. The remainder of the proof is the same

as for Lemma 5.

For p G RN~2d define xp on Rd X Rd by

/ x /.  .2       .   .2 |   ,2 . \ 1/2
xp('.t)= l'I + M +IpI +i)   •
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Then (xp, 1) is a pair of global coercive weight functions as defined in Beals [1]. For

k E R let SkiR2d) be the set of smooth functions p defined on R2d such that for all

a E Nd and ß E Nd

(2.21) |/7f/7TV(/,T)|<CaXp(/,T)^|a|.

Let HkiRd) be the corresponding Sobolev space, with norm denoted || \\k p. We will

simply write x for x0-

For f G g¿* — {0} and p G RN^2d there is a c > 0, depending on p and f, such

that

cx(w)<$(^pi(w))<c-1x(w).

If p E S¿"(g*) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, then by (2.4) there exist C and

c > 0 depending on p and f such that

(2.22) \príM\>cX(w)m   if \w\>C

The next lemma follows from (2.22) and theorems in §7 of [1].

Lemma 7. Let p E S™i§*) satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Let tt = Trpt for

f G g* - {0} and p G RN~2d. Then trip) is a Fredholm operator from H™+kiRd) to

HkiRd)for all k, and the kernel of Trip): Hxv+k(Rd) -* H£(&) is contained in S(R</).

If Trip) is injective on §>(Rd), then trip) has a left inverse which is a pseudodifferential

operator with symbol in S~miR2d).

Lemma 8. Suppose m > 0 and c > 0. Let p E S0m(g*) satisfy the hypotheses of

Lemma 1. Suppose that both Trip) and Trip0) are injective on c\ for all tt = Tipr such

that | f \> c. Then there is a C such that

(2-23) ll«ll<C|ffm/2|V(pH|

for all p G RN~2d, f G g*, |f |> c, and u E L2(Rd), where || || denotes the L2-norm.

Proof. Let ft G S""i§*) have the properties stated in Lemma 4. Let P e = 7Tp?(p),

Bpt = TTpfib) and Rpi = I — BpiPpt. By Lemma 5 there is a C, such that |p|||.Rpf«||

< C,||h|| for all |f |^ c and all p. It follows from (2.20) that |f |m/2ftp? is bounded in

S°iR2d). Thus,

l-l^lfl^llfl^rt'rtHI+BÄrf-l^clfl^l^l+M/a
if I p \> 2CX. Hence, it suffices to prove (2.23) for | p |< 2C,.

Suppose (2.23) does not hold. Then there exist sequences u} E L2, f7 G §£, \Çj\> c,

and pj - px E RN-2d such that ||w7|| = 1 and

(2-24) |f,|    f \ttPi^p)u\^1/j.

Choose F E C°°(R) such that F\r) = 1 if |r|> 2 and Fir) = 0 if |r|< 1. Let

c' = c,c(l + c2)'x/2 where c, is the c of Lemma 1. If {fy} is bounded let <f>(ij, f ) =

F(c'0(T,,f)2|fr'), while if {f,} is unbounded let c>(t,, f ) = F(c'||tj, f||2|f p1). By
(2.2) there is a Cx>c' such that p(tj, f) > c$(tj, f)m if c'||tj, f||2|f p1 > 1 and

|f |> C,. If {f7} is unbounded, by passing to a subsequence we may assume that
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|f,|s*C, for ally. Let Y = {f G g*: |f |> C,} in the unbounded case and let

T = {f G g2*: |f \> c) in the bounded case. By (2.2) and (2.4) in either the bounded

or unbounded case a = <¡>p~x E S"m(gf X H-

In either case let r = 1 - a#p. Then |f \~xr E S"2(g* X Y). If {f,} is bounded, by

passing to a subsequence we may assume that there is a f^ such that t -» f^, in

which case we let

\u rm/2

Ifyl     a°^,,    rj=l-aj#Pj,

for 1 < j < oo. If {f ■} is unbounded, then, by passing to subsequence we may

assume there is an co^ such that fy/| fy |-> ux, in which case we define it}, Pj, as and r¡

by (2.25) for 1 <j < oo and let Woo = n^, px = p0 ° ^, aM = (<f>Po~') ° *.„. and

r^ = 1 — ax#px. Let P, .4 ■ and R ■ be the pseudodifferential operators with

symbols p}, a- and r7 for 1 <y < oo. By (2.20), in both the bounded and unbounded

cases [pj) converges weakly top^ in S™(R2d) in the sense that [pf) is bounded in

5™(R2</) and converges top^ in the topology of S(R2d). Also, {ay} converges weakly

to ax in S~miR2d), hence {ry} converges weakly to rx in S~2iR2d). Thus {r,}

converges to r^ in the topology of S°(R2d) and, consequently, ||R. — Rx\\ -> 0 for

the operator norm on L2. Now

"r^ + iÄrO";1^

where \\AjPjUj\\ < C\\PjUj\\ - 0 by (2.24) and ||(R, - Rx)Uj\\ - 0 by the preceding

remark. Since i?K is a compact operator on L2 (Theorem 6.11 of [1]), by passing to a

subsequence we may assume there is a ux E L2 such that u} -> «^ in L2. It follows

from (2.24) that f^^ =0. Lemma 7 implies that kerP^ C S, hence, by the

hypotheses of the lemma, ux = 0. This contradicts ||wy|| = 1, which proves Lemma 8.

3. Inverses.

Proof of Theorem 1. We first show that it suffices to prove the theorem for

m > 0. Note that $2 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let $2A: = <E>2# • • • #$2

ik times). If p E 50m(g*) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, choose k so that

2k + m > 0. Then <b2k#p satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. If A(c7) is a left

inverse for A(02A.#p) = X(4>2/t)A(p), then \iq#<b2k) is a left inverse for A(p).

Likewise, it suffices to prove the theorem under the assumption that trip):

H™+kiRd) -> Hk(Rd) has a two-sided inverse with symbol in S~miR2d) for all k and

each infinite-dimensional representation tt. For if p E S™(g*) satisfies the hypothe-

ses, then so doesp#p G S02m(g*). By Lemma 7, ir(p#p) = ttíp)*ttíp): H~kiRJ) -*

H-k~2m(Rd) has a left inverse Q with symbol in 5x"2m(R2d)- Hence, Q* is a right

inverse for ttíp)*ttíp) and Q* = Q when both are considered as operators from

H2m+kiRd) to ¿/¿(R^). If Mq) is a left inverse for \(p#p), then A(<7#p) is a left

inverse for \(p).

Suppose £ = (tj, f ) G g* X g* with f = 0. Then 0¿ = {£} and 7r£(p) is multiplica-

tion byp(tj, 0), which is nonzero by hypothesis. Let <7(tj, 0) = p(tj, 0)~'.

(2-25)

»j
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Recall that every infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation of G is

equivalent to exactly one of the representations <npi with f G gj* — {0} and p G

RAf-2í/_ Given an orbit 0 of the coadjoint action of G on g*, (9 containing more than

one point, let w = TrpF be the corresponding representation. Let qpt be the Weyl

symbol for the inverse of Trptip). Define q on <Q by qi^ = qpt ° \pptx. We shall show

that q E S-mi§*).

Let ß = g* X (g* - {0}) and let ft G S_m(ß) have the properties stated in

Lemma 3. Let r = 1 — p#b and r' = q — ft. Let Ppt, Qpt, Bpt, Rp( and R'pt be the

pseudodifferential operators with Weyl symbols ppt, qpt, etc., where ppr = p° $Pt,

etc. Then

(3.1) R'rí = QpS(l-PpSBp¡) = QríRrí.

Let T be any of the cones r(1),... ,Y(v) as described before (2.15). Choose any c, > 0

and let T; = {f G Y: |f |<c,}. By Lemma 6, {|fr'Rpf: p E RN~2d, f G Y¿ is

equicontinuous from S* to S, where S = S(Rd), and hence from L2 to L2. Thus

||R f|| < C|f |, and consequently there is a c, 0 < c < c,/2, such that if f G Y2c,

then / - Rpt: L2 - L2 has an inverse and {(/ - RpS)~]: P G RN~2d, f G Y{c) is

equicontinuous from L2 to L2. Since (/ — Rpr)~x = Rpr(I ~ Rpr)'x + I it follows

from Lemma 6 that {(/ — Rpr)~x- P G RN~2d, f G Y2c) is equicontinuous from S to

S. Since ft G 5"m, it follows from (2.20) that {|f |m/2ftpf: p E RN~2d, f G Y¡c) is

bounded in S¿m(R2d). Hence, {|f |m/25pi: p G RN~2d, f G r2'c} is equicontinuous

from S to S. Note that

*pf (' - ÄPf)"' = ßpr Vp* (' - R«Y[ = ßpf ■

By (3.1),

<p>^rfc+m/2i?;f=ifr/2Bpi(/-Rpî)-i(p>ifr\f.

Thus, for all positive integers; and k, {(p)J\$\-k+m/2R'pt: p E RN-2d, f G r2c.} is

equicontinuous from S* to S, and, hence, by Lemma 6

(3.2) |ff*+m/V G s-2ki§* X T2'c)

for all k.

Let rc={fGT: |f|>c}. By Lemma 8, {|f|m/2Ôpf: P G R^2d, f G Tc}

is equicontinuous from L2 to L2. Let Rp? = / — BptPpt. By Lemmas 3 and 5, for

all k, {(p)kRrí: pERN~2d, f G Yc) is equicontinuous from S* to S. Thus

{|fr/2<P>*ßi,f^f: peR"-M, f erc} is equicontinuous from §* to §* and,

hence, {If |m/2(p>A:RptÔpf: P G R""2', f G Yc) is equicontinuous from § to S, for

all fc. Since Qpt is a two-sided inverse for Ppt, Qpf = RpiQpî + Bpt. Thus, {| f |m/2Ôpf :

pERN~2d, fGTf} is equicontinuous from S to S. Since |fr/2\P>**Pf =

If \m/2Qrí(p)kRpí, itjollows from Lemma 5 that |f p*+»/2r' G S~2k(Q* X Yc), for

all k. Therefore r' E 5"m(ß) and, hence, q = r' + ft G S"m(ß).

It remains to be shown that Dx-- Dxq is continuous for all xx,... ,xk E g. On

gf X T the continuity of the functions Dx¡ ■ ■ ■ DXkp is equivalent to the continuity of
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the map (p, f ) K>ppf from RN-2d X Y to íB(R2d). If f and f are in Y, then

qPr - °p¡ = aPï#(P,>s ~ PPr)#apr-

Since the map (p, f) i-»ppf is continuous from RN~2d x T to 5(R2d), it follows that

the map (p, f ) h» c7pf is likewise continuous.

Finally, we show that Dx ■ ■ ■ Dx q is continuous when f = 0. By (2.9), 1 = q#p =

qp + rx where |/-,(tj, f )|<|f |<D(tj, f)"2 forf * 0. Thus,

lim      ?(tj,0 =p(tjo,0)"' =?(tj0,0).
(r),f)-(T)o,0)

Hence q is continuous. Given x G g, O = iDxq)p + qDxp + Dxrx, from which it

follows that lim(7) n_(7|o,0)Dxc7(ij, f ) = 0 = Dxq(r¡0,0). By induction,

lim      DV|...D^(T,,f) = 0,
(l.f)-(i)0.0)

and, hence, Dx • • ■ Dx q is continuous when f = 0, for all xx,...,xk E g.

4. Paramétrées and hypoellipticity.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let c be any positive number. By Lemma 7, if |f |> c and

p G R^-2**, TTptip0) has a pseudodifferential inverse; let apt be its Weyl symbol.

Define a on the orbit 0 corresponding to wpi by a |p = apr ° \p~rx. It follows from the

proof of Theorem 1 that a E S""i§* X {|£|> c}). By (2.20), {|f |m/2c2pf: |f |> c} is

bounded in S~m(R2d), uniformly in p. Thus, there is a C such that
Ap

||ll||m.p < C|£|   "'     ||wpi(^0)«|

for all u E H™i[Rd), p E RN~2d and |f |> c. Nowp =p0+ px where

Il      i      \   II-- n l^l(m~f)/2ll   II
Fpf(/'l)"||<  C,|f| \u\m,P.

It follows that there is a C such that if | f |^ C, then

\u\m.p < C|f|   "'     ||7Tpf(p)M||.

For |f |s* C, let qpt be the symbol of the inverse of wpf(p) and define c7|f = qpt ° \pptx,

where 0 is the orbit corresponding to Trpt. Let ft G 5"m(g*) have the properties stated

in Lemma 4. Choose cfr G C0°°(g2*) with <f> = 1 for |f |< 2C. Define 4 G 5"m(g*) by

q = tj>ft + ( 1 — c>)(3f. Since cf> is constant on each orbit, q#p — 1 = </>(ft#p — 1) G

S"*(g*) for all k E N.

Let r = <7#p — 1. To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we must show that X(r):

S*(G) -* S(G). For this purpose we will give a very rudimentary treatment of the

even integer Sobolev spaces for G. More complete treatments of Sobolev spaces on

nilpotent Lie groups appear in [18 and 20]. Since $2 satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem 1, there is a i>_2 G S'"2(g*) such that a(4>_2) = A($2)"'. (It seems reasona-

ble to expect that w($s) is injective for all s > 0, in which case the following

treatment of Sobolev spaces would be valid for all i G R.) For integer k > 0 let

$2/t = rj>2# ... #$2 antj $ ^ = $_.,# ... #$ 2 For mteger k, let H2kiG) be the

completion of S(G) with respect to the norm \\u\\2k = ||A($2A.)w||, where || || is the

L2-norm. Let //*(g) denote the standard Sobolev space on the vector space g:

<f> G Hki@) if and only if (1 + | f |2)/t/2c>(£) G L2.
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If p G S2ji@*),j an integer, then it follows from Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 of [17] that

M®2k-2j)M P)M$-2k) *s a bounded operator on L2iG). Hence,p E S2ji§*) implies

\(p): H2k(G) -» H2k~2J(G).

In particular, u E H2kiG) if and only if Pu E L2iG) for every left-invariant partial

differential operator which is homogeneous of degree 2k when k > 0. It follows that

if u E H2kiG), k > 0, then u ° exp G HXoci§). As usual, the pairing

(u,v) = juvdg = j\iQ2k)u\i*_2k)vdg

establishes an isomorphism between H~2kiG) and the dual of H2kiG). Since

n/Z^g) Ct-(g), it follows that X(r): &*(G) -* g(G) for any r E S-°°(g*) =

DS-*(g*).
Define the following class of symbols: p G S"'i§*) if p E S(g*) and there is an e,

0 < e < 2, such that for all a and ß

(4.1) \D;Dfp(v.SÏ\<Cafi*iri,!;)m-"-*.

Corollary 1. If p E 50"'(g*) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, then the q

constructed in Theorem 2 is in S""'(g*) andXip) is hypoelliptic.

Proof. Let ft. q and C be as in the proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 4, ft G S~m(g*).

Let T be any of the cones r<u.Y^ described in §2, and let rc = {f G Y:

If |> C). For any p G Smi§\* X Yc) definep' by (2.18) and let Lp = p'. Then L is a

bijection of S"*(g, X Yc) onto a set of functions which will be denoted SmiRN X Yc).

Define # on 5"'(R,V X Tc) X SA(R" X Tc) by p',#p2 = (p,#p2)'.

Denote elements of R" by (w, p) where w G R2í/ and p G R^H For h E RN~2d,

let c7^(w, p, f) = c7'(w, p + h, f). As in the second paragraph of the proof of

Theorem 1, we may assume Triq) is a two-sided inverse for trip) for all irreducible

unitary representations tt = Tipt, \ f |> C. Hence,

<7¿-<f = <?'#(/>'-/>;, )#<7¿

and, therefore,

(4.2) _._,#_#,.

Thus 34179p,. G S""_1(R^ X rc). Repeated application of (4.2) shows that D[fq' E

S-m-\ß\t^N x Y>cyt which yields the desired estimates (4.1) for all derivatives of q in

directions parallel to §*.

For f derivatives, (4.2) is not valid, but we may proceed as follows. wpf(p) has

symbolppS wherepp¡iw) = p'(Mf )1/2w, |f |1/2p, f ). Hence for 1 < k < dim g2,

(4.3) ^(w)=|£(Mf),/V|f|,/2p,f)+K(X(f)l/2w,|f|1/2p,f)

where

2p;(w,p,f) = 2Ay(frx^|^ + 2ifr2f^-|:.
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Letpj. = L~xp'k and Tkp = pk + dp/dÇk. It follows from (4.3) that

(4.4) Tkia#b) = Tka#b + a#Tkb.

Since each Xy is homogeneous of degree one in f, using (2.15) we see that if p satisfies

I D^pi-tt, f ) |< QÏ>(tj, f )m-w for all« G R" and all f G Yc, then

(4.5) \S\pk E S"'(g* x rc).

Thus, if p E S"'i@* X rc) then

(4.6) |ff/2r,pGS"'(gfxrc).

As before we may assume thatp#c7 = c7#p = 1 for |f |> C. It follows from (4.4)

that oq/Hk = -qk - q#Tkp#q. Hence \$f/2dq/Wk E S~mi§* X Yc). It follows

from (2.20) that

^reV2^(Tkq):PER-2d,tsYc}

is equicontinuous from L2 to L2 and, hence, by the same argument as in §3, is also

equicontinuous from S to S. Let r' = q — b = q#r, where r=\— p#b. Since

ifi(",+e)/2(p>\f(^^)=ifr+e,/2^(^)(p>\,(r)

+ifr/2"pf(?)<p>yifr^(v)
for ally, it follows from (4.6) and Lemmas 4 and 5 that

Iff+(m+e)/2V g s-^g* x rc)

for ally. From (3.2) and (4.5) it follows that

lff+(M+e)/V)* e s-v(§* x rc)

for all j. Taking j = (m + e)/2, it follows thatJdr'/Wk E S~m~c(§f X rc) and,

consequently, 9<?/9f¿ = 9ft/9f¿ + dr'/dÇk E S^'^ê* X Yc). Proceeding by

induction, we obtain the desired estimates (4.1) for all f derivatives of q. Thus q E

S~-mi§* X rc) and, hence, q E S"m(g*).

Since q E 5""'(g*), y"zßqiy, z) E Cki§) for \a\+e\ß\> 2(n + k) - m, where

n = dim g and y E g,, z E g2. Thus q E C°°(g - {0}) and consequently X(c7) is a

pseudolocal operator. Therefore X( p) is hypoelliptic.

Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is a modification of that given by Beals in [3] for

partial differential operators.

Suppose tt is an irreducible unitary representation of G such that ||tj, f || > c for all

(tj, f ) G Öff, and v is an element of S„ such that w(p)u = 0. For g E G, define

u(g) = (v, "'(g)ü)> where (, ) is the L2-inner product.

For r > 0, define 8r: g* -» g* by 5r(Tj, f ) = (rTj, r2f ). The transpose of 8r is an

automorphism of g, also denoted 8r, and the exponential map pulls this over to an

automorphism 8r of G. Let Trr = tt ° 8r. If q E S(g*), then

\(q)(u o 8r)ig) = jq o log(h)TTr(g-xh)v(t)v(t) dh dt

= (TTr(q ° log)«, TTrig)v) =  (TTr(q)v, TTrig)v).

The last equality follows from Proposition 1.2 of [17].
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Given any q G Sk(§*) there exists a sequence {c^} in S(g*) such that {qj) is

bounded in Ski§*) and converges to q in S(g*). By a simple approximation

argument it follows that

(4.7) \(q)(u o 8r)(g) = (TTr(q)v, Vf(g)v)

for all q E Ski§*) and all r > 0. In particular, u E CxiG).

We may assume that tt is one of the representations tt(vç; as defined in [8 or 17],

since every irreducible unitary representation is equivalent to one of these. For

r 3= 1, ̂ {t, t) = 8Mt, r) and ||^(i, t)|| > c for all it, t) G V X V*. Hence, p ° ^

= /*mp ° </»„. for r > 1, by the homogeneity hypothesis. Therefore, for r > 1,

Xip)iuo8r)ig) = r'"ÍTTÍp)v,TTrig)v)=0.

Since P is hypoelliptic, {tv G Cft°(G): X(p)w = 0} C C'(G), where C%iG) is the

space of bounded continuous functions on G with the uniform norm and CX(G) is

the space of differentiable functions with the topology of uniform convergence of

functions and first derivatives on compact sets. The inclusion is continuous by the

closed graph theorem. Since [u ° 8r: r > 1} is a bounded subset of {wë C°iG):

Mp)w — 0}, given a compact subset K of G and x E g, there is a C such that

(4.8) |A(x)(i/o«r)(g)|<c   for all g G*.

If g G G and x G §k, k = 1 or 2, then r*A(x)M(g) = X(x)(w ° 5r)(6r-'g). For fixed g,

{8~xg: r> 1} is relatively compact; hence, it follows from (4.8) that rk | X(x)«(g) |< C

for all r > 1. Therefore, X(jc)«(g) = 0 for all x G g, U g2 and g G G. Since g, U g2

spans g, it follows that u is constant. Thus (t>, Ttig)v) = iv, v), and since 77(g) is

unitary it follows that trig)v = v for all g. The irreducibility of it implies that v = 0.
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